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Abstract

We demonstrate a new method of light amplification in photorefractive BaTiO . An ordinary signal beam is amplified by3

an extraordinary and an ordinary pump beam. A forward phase-conjugate beam is simultaneously generated. q 1998
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Many interesting holographic scattering phenomena
w xhave been found in photorefractive BaTiO 1–6 . They3

are the results of ‘noisy’ volume phase gratings recorded
by incident light waves and waves scattered from volume
or surface imperfections of the crystal. Subsequently the
scattered light is amplified because of direct coupling of

Ž .two waves by a shifted grating beam-fanning , or because
Žof parametric mixing of more than two waves parametric

.scattering . As a consequence of certain phase-matching
conditions involved, these parametric processes may lead
to characteristic scattering patterns.

Not only scattered waves, but also additional coherent
light beams may be amplified by these processes. The case

w xof two-beam coupling has been studied intensively 7–9
because of the wide range of applications, including real-
time holography, coherent signal-beam amplification, and
parallel signal processing. The beam-fanning adds a coher-
ent optical background to the amplified signal beam, low-
ering the signal-to-background ratio.

1 E-mail: jens.neumann@physik.uni-osnabrueck.de.
2 E-mail: odoulov@marion.iop.kiev.ua.

In this Letter we report on the amplification of a signal
beam by parametric mixing of four copropagating waves.
The signal beam is amplified by two pump beams and
simultaneously a forward phase-conjugate beam is gener-
ated. The corresponding scattering process has been al-

w xready studied in Refs. 4,10,11 . Parametric holographic
scattering processes based on the photorefractive effect
have been considered for the enhancement of the signal-

w xto-background ratio in two-wave mixing experiments 12
and to explain the coupling of orthogonally polarized

w xwaves 13 . But, to our knowledge, these parametric pro-
cesses have not yet been used for the amplification of light
beams.

2. Experiments

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically
Ž .in Fig. 1 a . An ordinarily polarized pump wave with

wavevector k o and an extraordinarily polarized one withp
e q Ž o ek of an Ar ion laser ls514.5 nm, intensity I s I sp p p

2.330 mWrcm impinge upon a BaTiO sample symmetri-3
Ž .cally. The expanded beams diameter 2 mm form an angle

Ž .2u s488 measured in air in the plane of incidencep

which is chosen perpendicular to the c-axis of the sample.
We use a BaTiO crystal of dimensions 3.2 mm = 4.03
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Ž . o e oFig. 1. a Experimental arrangement; k and k denote the wave vectors of the pump beams; k is the wave vector of the signal beam andp p s
o Ž . Ž . Ž .k that of the generated beam see text . b Scattering cone obtained on the screen behind the crystal. c When a signal beam propagates ing

the direction of the scattering cone an additional beam is generated also propagating on the scattering cone.
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Ž .mm = 3.3 mm a=b=c cut along the principal crystal
axes. The absorption coefficient for ordinary polarization
at 514.5 nm is as2.5 cmy1. A third coherent ordinary
beam with wavevector k o is introduced as illustrated ins

Ž .Fig. 1 a . The intensity of this beam can be varied.
When only the two pump beams illuminate the crystal

we observe on a screen placed about 1 m behind the
sample the development of a scattering ring shown in Fig.
Ž .1 b . The light scattered into the cone has ordinary polar-

ization. This scattering was discovered and studied in Refs.
w x4,10,11 and has been attributed to noise light amplifica-
tion caused by the mixing of four copropagating waves
obeying the phase matching condition k oqk e sk o qk o

p p 1 2

inside the crystal. Here k o are the wavevectors of the1,2

amplified scattered light waves on the cone.
To demonstrate the amplification of an additional co-

herent laser beam, we introduce the ordinary beam k o
s

Ž Ž ..Fig. 1 a . This beam is amplified inside the crystal, when
it propagates in the direction of the scattering cone. In this

Ž o.case an additional ordinary beam k is also generatedg
Ž .called generated beam in the following , propagating along

Ž Ž ..the cone Fig. 1 c , too. The wavevectors involved fulfill
inside the crystal the phase matching condition:

k o qk e sk o qk o . 1Ž .p p s g

The solid lines in Fig. 2 represent the typical time
evolutions of the transmitted signal beam intensity I fors

Ž . Ž . Ž .two different experiments a and b : a At the beginning
only the signal beam illuminates the crystal. When the

Ž .pump beams are switched on at t s 18 s the signal beam
Ž .grows in intensity until saturation is reached. b At the

beginning of exposure only the two pump beams illumi-
nate the crystal. Scattered light appears. It is responsible
for the non-zero values of the signal beam intensity. When
it has reached a stationary value the signal beam is switched

Ž .on at ts105 s . It grows in intensity until the same
Ž .saturation value is reached as in experiment a . The

dashed curves in Fig. 2 represent the intensity I of theg

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the intensities of the signal beam I ands
Ž .the generated beam I for a switching on the pump beams afterg

Ž .the signal beam and b vice versa.

Fig. 3. Gain Gs I r I i and signal-to-background ratio SrB as as s
Ž e o .function of the signal-to-pump ratio r s I r I q I .s p p

additionally generated beam for both experiments. The
intensity of this beam is practically equal to the signal
beam intensity. Of course, no generated beam does exist
without pump beams.

Fig. 3 shows the gain Gs I rI i of the signal beam as as s
i Ž o e.function of the signal-to-pump ratio rs I r I q I . I iss p p s

the intensity of the transmitted and I i of the incidents

signal beam. A maximum gain Gs3000 is reached for
rs2=10y6. We also plot the measured signal-to-back-
ground ratio SrB s I rI at saturation as a function ofs scatt

r. Here I is the maximum scattering intensity which isscatt

responsible for the background with the proposed amplifi-
cation process. The influence of beam-fanning can be
neglected compared to parametric scattering. On the one
hand, the signal beam propagates in a direction of low
fanning, on the other hand, the ordinary pump beam

w xreduces the beam-fanning 14 .
To demonstrate image amplification we insert a lens

Ž .focal length 200 mm and an amplitude transparency
Ž .grating in the path of the expanded signal beam. First the
crystal is located close to the focal plane of the lens. The

Ž .photograph in Fig. 4 a shows a segment of the scattering
cone. The regions of the signal beam corresponding to

Ž .wavevectors that fulfill Eq. 1 are amplified, whereas the
other regions are not. Where the cone crosses the signal
beam it is amplified by a factor of 9000. The photo in Fig.
Ž .4 b shows the corresponding region of the generated

beam where the amplified parts of the signal wave are
observed, too. In a second experiment we locate the trans-
parency close to the sample input face and project the
amplified image to the photocamera with the help of a lens
put after the sample. An amplified image of the grating

Ž .recorded in such a way is shown in Fig. 4 c .
Ž .From Fig. 4 a we infer that the spatial-frequency spec-

trum of the image to be amplified is strongly restricted in
the vertical direction, whereas there are only slight restric-

Ž .tions along the cone horizontal direction . To study this
we measure the angular bandwidth of the gain. The dots in
Fig. 5 show a vertical scan of the transmitted signal

Ž .intensity shown in Fig. 4 a , whereas the squares corre-
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Ž .Fig. 4. Demonstration of image amplification: a Region of the
amplified signal beam on the scattering cone with an amplitude

Ž . Ž .transparency grating in the path of the expanded signal beam. b
Corresponding region of the generated beam on the scattering

Ž . Ž .cone. c Amplified image see text .

spond to a scan on the cone in the horizontal direction as a
Ž Ž ..function of the azimuth angle w see Fig. 1 a . We made

both measurements without the transparency containing
the grating in the signal beam path. The curves represent
the calculated dependences given in the following section.
The measured angular bandwidth DQ s1.5 mrad in thes

vertical direction limits the spatial-frequency spectrum in
this direction to 3 linesrmm, whereas we observe within
the measured angular deviations no changes of the gain in

Ž .the horizontal direction see Fig. 5 .

Ž .Fig. 5. Measurement of the spatial bandwidth: Vertical v and
Ž .horizontal I scan of the transmitted signal intensitiy. The

dashed curve represents the intensity as a function of the angular
divergency DQ from exact phase matching. The solid curves

corresponds to the variation of the gain with the azimuth angle w.

Working with the lens positioned in the signal wave in
front of the input face of the sample we are able to check
the phase conjugate nature of the generated wave. If the
crystal is located before the focal plane of the lens, i.e. the
signal beam converges inside the sample, the generated
wave becomes divergent. If, on the contrary, the lens is
repositioned in such a way that the signal wave diverges
inside the sample it is seen that the generated wave is
converging at a certain plane after the sample. That means,
the sign of curvature of the generated spherical wave just
at the output face of the sample is always opposite to the
sign of curvature of the signal wave.

3. Theory

The description of this process can be deduced from the
theory of the corresponding scattering process given in the

w xRefs. 4,10 . The amplitudes A of the signal and gener-s,g

ated beam for propagation in the direction of highest gain,
Ž .i.e. ws0 in Fig. 1 a , read in the undepleted pump
Ž .approximation and for Gya l41:

1A xs l s A xs0 exp Gya lr2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s s2

1 )A xs l s A xs0 exp iF exp Gya lr2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .g s2

2Ž .

Here ls3.2 mm is the interaction length, FsF oqF e
p p

is the sum of the phases of the two pump beams, and )

denotes complex conjugation. The exponential gain factor
w xfor the intensity reads 4,10

e oI I(p p p
3 oGs n r EPe , 3Ž .Ž .42 so elcosu I q Is p p
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with the electrooptic coefficient r , the space charge field42

k T KBo oEs e Pe , 4Ž .Ž .p s 2e 1qKPePK e k TrN eˆ 0 B eff

the grating wave vector Ksk o yk o and the polarizationp s

vectors of the ordinary polarized pump and signal wave
o Ž .e inside the crystal . Here T denotes the absolutep,s

temperature, k the Boltzmann constant, N the effectiveB eff

number of traps, e e the dielectric tensor and e theˆ0

absolute value of the electron charge.
Ž .We derive from Eq. 2 that the amplitude of the

generated beam is proportional to the phase-conjugate
signal amplitude, i.e., the generated beam is a forward
phase-conjugate beam. Because of this a converging signal
beam causes a diverging generated wave and vice versa.
Additionally the generated beam k o contains the signalg

beam information with the wavevectors k o that fulfill Eq.s
Ž . Ž .1 , as can be seen in the photograph of Fig. 4 b .

Ž .According to Eq. 2 the intensities of both beams
should be equal as measured in the experiment and shown
in Fig. 2. When we take into account the finite trap density
w x Ž 16 17 y3.15 N s10 –10 cm we calculate for r s1640eff 42

pmrV and 2u s488 an exponential gain factor G sp
Ž . y114–82 cm . Both, the measured signal beam gain Gs

Ž . y13000 Fig. 3 corresponding to Gs33 cm and the
Ž .measured image amplification Gs9000 corresponding

to Gs37 cmy1, are in agreement with theory. They are
equivalent to N s3=1016 cmy3. The difference in theeff

two experimental values can be explained by an angular
deviation from exact phase matching in the beam amplifi-
cation experiment due to inprecise adjustment.

Next we include a small phase mismatch D k in the
theory. The phase-matching conditions are violated and

Ž . o e o oEq. 1 becomes k qk sk qD kqk . The solutionp p s g

for the signal amplitude then becomes

G
1A xs l s A xs0Ž . Ž .s s2 2 2(G yDk x

= 2 2(sinh G yDk lr2 exp yiDk lr2 . 5Ž .Ž .x xž /
The dashed curve in Fig. 5 represents the dependence

Ž . y1according to Eq. 5 with a gain factor Gs37 cm ,
fitting well the experimental values. The spatial-frequency
spectrum of the image is limited to 3 linesrmm in the
vertical direction.

Ž Ž ..A variation of the azimuth angle w see Fig. 1 a
preserves the phase-matching conditions but reduces the
exponential gain factor. The solid curve in Fig. 5 corre-

2(sponds to the theoretical dependence GA 0.516ysin w

w xfor u s248 given in Ref. 4 . It becomes important onlyp
Ž .for large azimuth angles w) 0.1 rad . Because of this no

Ž .limitations within the measured angular deviations Fig. 5
are observed. For this reason the proposed amplification
process is best suited for one-dimensional images, e.g.
gratings.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we present a new method of light amplifi-
cation in photorefractive BaTiO . Our experiments prove3

for the first time that photorefractive parametric amplifica-
tion processes may be utilized for the amplification of
coherent light beams. We observe beam gains up to 3000
with a signal-to-background ratio SrB)100 and demon-
strate image amplification up to a factor of 9000. Because
there exist 19 different parametric amplification processes
w x16 for two pump waves, further improvements should be
possible. As a consequence of the phase-matching condi-
tions involved our amplification process is appropriate for
one-dimensional images.
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